Our Story
MCG embodies the strong reputation of
Founder and President, Kris McMenamin. A
serial entrepreneur and respected leader in
both federal government and private industry,
Kris is known for delivering. She surrounds
herself with talented people who aspire to
come together as award-winning teams to
solve complex problems.

Customer Spotlight
For USCIS Field Operations Directorate (FOD),
we are currently providing project
management, business and human capital
analysis, and facilitation to support FOD 20/20
– FOD’s set of strategic projects chosen to
facilitate organizational transformation; as
well as Executive Order implementation. We
facilitated FOD 20/20 dimension coordinators
to identify and arrive at consensus about the
annual set of investment projects to propose
to leadership—ranging from re-organizing
FOD Regions/Districts/Offices to shadowing
programs, to determining resources required
to “interview all.” We captured these projects
in a FOD 20/20 Roadmap. We continue to
support FOD in implementing investment
projects, assisting in researching best
practices, facilitating workgroups, conducting
surveys, creating analyses, developing
recommendations, and drafting decision
papers. In response to an Executive Order,
we’re currently supporting FOD in developing
its FOD VISION and supporting Roadmap, to
describe the process and key concepts
required to make its adjudication process
both more effective and efficient as well as a
plan to implement those concepts.
The American Society of Clinical Oncology
(ASCO) embarked on an initiative to
revolutionize the delivery of cancer care by
developing CancerLinQ, a new rapid learning
healthcare system. CancerLinQ was
envisioned as a data informatics system
designed to meet the need for effective,
adaptable, and comprehensive quality
improvement tools in cancer care. Our team
was engaged to provide guidance and
expertise to support execution of the overall
CancerLinQ program vision by framing funding
decisions and a product development
roadmap for its board to advance CancerLinQ
to the next stage of implementation and to
offer strategic options for healthcare IT for
the vendor acquisition, collaboration and
implementation approach.

Rooted in Dynamic
Collaboration
McMenamin Consulting Group LLC (MCG) solves
problems to realize strategy. The bigger the
problem, the more complex – the better.
MCG combines a depth of Big Four consulting
firm experience with a healthy dose of
irreverence, compelling us to approach each
opportunity with open minds, a commitment to
collaboration, and a focus on results.
We navigate complex problems, working with
most Federal Government agencies as well as
private sector clients. Whether focused on
issues surrounding human capital,
transformation, business process reengineering,
or in a project management role, MCG
resources work with leadership to define goals,
deliver strategy, develop reorganization
packages, and provide work process analysis.
Our consultants average over 15 years of
experience, most hold advanced degrees, and
many are cleared to TS/SCI level.

Solving problems to realize strategy
As a small, woman-owned firm, MCG is committed to being
personal, lean and agile, and 100% focused on client solutions.
Our Services Include:

- Change Management

- Strategic Planning

- Human Capital Management

- Customer Relationship Management

- Business Process Reengineering

- Training & Facilitation

- Organizational Design & Developmen

Your Preferred Partners
McMenamin Consulting Group is 100% woman-owned, and was incorporated in the Commonwealth of
Virginia on February 27, 2015, operating as a limited liability company. MCG was certified as a woman-owned
business by the Virginia Department of Minority Business Enterprise (DMBE) in June of 2015, and also meets
the Small Business Administration’s criteria for a small, women-owned management consulting business.

Employer Identification Number (EIN): 47-3268157
DUNS Number: 079749807
CAGE/NCAGE Code: 7BYK4
NIGP Code: 91875—Management Consulting
NAICS Code(s)

541611 - Admin Management & General Management Consulting Services
541612 - Human Resources Consulting Services
541613 – Marketing Consulting Services
541614 - Process, Physical Distribution & Logistics Consulting
541618 - Strategic Planning Consulting Services
611430 – Professional & Management Development Training

SIC Code(s)

8742—Management Consulting Services
8748—Business Consulting Services

FIRM EXPERIENCE

PERSONAL SERVICE

OUR FOCUS

MCG consultants are seasoned
professionals - most with time at big
name firms. They hold advanced
degrees and cover a wide range of
top-notch certifications.

While we're about "BIG" delivery, we
embrace the value of “small” when it
comes to relationships. You’ll know our
leadership, and we’ll know your needs.
No bureaucracy.

MCG is focused on work that is both
challenging and results-driven. Our team
hits the ground running, bringing MCG’s
unique skills, maturity, and insight to
solve client problems.

www.mcmenaminconsultinggroup.com

